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ON GUARD IN THE CARPATHIANS
BY

ELEMfiR SZUDY

T
he creative genius of Nature, when forming the Danube 
Basin encircled by the Carpathian range of mountains, 
accomplished one of her most perfect works as an 

expression of her will to create. Probably no one has ever 
expressed a more profound admiration for this congenial 
geographical creation than M. Reclus, the eminent French 
geographer, who in his great work speaks in terms of wonder 
of the perfect unity of the region lying within the area 
demarcated by the Carpathians and the mighty Danube. 
But what captivated M. Reclus's imagination was not 
merely the harmonious aspect of the geographical unit, but 
rather, perhaps, the reality of the political, economic and 
cultural unit formed by that region. To a really marvellous 
co-operation of geopolitical forces must be attributed the 
human symbiosis in evidence in the Danube Valley the 
beginnings of which date from the very first moment of the 
existence of Hungary as a Christian State —  a symbiosis 
which even the dismemberment of the country by the Treaty of 
Trianon failed to eliminate except formally and externally. 
For in essence the unit still exists even today, despite and 
in defiance of political frontiers, the life-giving natural 
forces still continuing to operate unchanged.

Probably general attention never focussed so intens
ively on this reality as during the recent discussions at 
Venice of the Italian and Hungarian Foreign Ministers. 
Today the Carpathians are generally recognised to be the 
focus of the problems of Central and Eastern Europe. And 
the fact is emphasised on all hands that today the defence 
of the Carpathians is once more in the hands of that Hun-
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gary which for a thousand years withstood unaided the 
unceasing attacks being made upon Christianity and civilisa
tion that more than once threatened her very national 
existence. This heroic past means much —  perhaps every
thing. Not merely a mission-consciousness and the undertak
ing of a duty in defence of the West, but also unswerving 
self-confidence and unyielding power.

Italy was the first State in post-War Europe to realise 
and value the role of Hungary in the Danube Valley. As 
is well known, Hungary desires to settle her differences 
with her neighbours by peaceful means, being anxious to 
avoid every step likely to disturb the peace of the peoples 
living in that valley and to lead to an armed conflict. The 
statesmen responsible for the foreign policy of Hungary are 
fully aware of the injurious effects bound to result from an 
extension to other countries of the war area; on the other 
hand, however, others should realise that there must be no 
postponing the acknowledgement of the legitimate and just 
character of the Hungarian demands. Last year the Ruma
nian Government attempted to obstruct the course of 
historical development by offering to conclude with Hungary 
a non-aggression pact. The Hungarian Government was 
naturally unable to accept this manifestly tendentious offer, 
since there are two million Magyars living in dire oppression 
as a natural minority in Transylvania whose intole
rable lot that Government could not possibly help to 
perpetuate by a treaty of the kind. Consequently, Budapest 
suggested to Bucharest the conclusion of a minority 
treaty; but so far no answer has been received. Or rather, 
to be more exact, Budapest did receive an indirect answer. 
The Rumanian Government has given the oppressed millions 
of Magyars living under Rumanian rule an answer —  among 
other things by expropriating the land of the Magyar small
holders settled in the frontier districts; while in recent weeks
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that Government has reduced the amounts of the miserable 
starvation pensions received by Magyar pensioners.

In view of these events it is impossible to make Hungary 
responsible for the failure to create in Eastern Europe the 
atmosphere calculated to ensure tranquillity and a correct 
adjustment in the future and to avert the danger latent in 
the extension of the war area to this critical region of 
Europe. Despite her having been ignored and cold-shouldered, 
Hungary has shown the utmost conciliation in her dealings 
with the Rumania to which the peace treaties allotted large 
sections of her ancestral territory and subjected nearly two 
million Magyars. The meeting between MM, Tsintsar-Mar- 
kovitch and Gafencu arranged for the purpose of making 
preparations for the Balkan Conference has taken place. 
These discussions —  and the Balkan Conference itself — 
cannot possibly bear fruit unless Yugoslavia proves able to 
induce Rumania to realise the true state of things and to 
take the inevitable consequences, —  unless Yugoslavia succeeds 
—  in her own interest too —  in persuading Rumania to 
understand that to temporise and even more so to adopt 
an attitude of reckless intransigence would involve a 
menace to her most vital interests, whereas a desire to 
show the necessary understanding, provided that under
standing originates from a sincere motive, is for her the 
only safe basis of peace and tranquillity.

It is very reassuring to see that today the whole of 
Europe already realises unequivocally that the status quo 
now prevailing in the Danube Valley cannot be maintained. 
In this connection it will perhaps suffice to refer to the 
very significant declaration made by the Toulouse Broadcast
ing Station which —  though it may not represent the official 
French standpoint —  reflected the espousal by French 
public opinion of the Hungarian cause. We believe it will 
be well to quote word for word the relevant passage of the
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declaration, which possesses an almost dramatic force: — 
"There is no Hungarian whose heart has not graven upon 
it in flame-red lines of suffering the thousand-year-old 
frontiers of the Kingdom of St. Stephen. There is no Hun
garian capable of forgetting the ancient Hungarian count
ryside, towns, villages, forests, fields and mountains. In 
these days of ours so pregnant with danger no one can 
doubt that the Hungarian people has demands to submit to 
the free tribunal of the peoples.”

That is what the Toulouse Broadcasting Station said! 
It was the Fabian Society, that eminent British association, 
and not we Hungarians, that declared that the endeavour 
of Rumanian foreign policy to rigidly insist on the main
tenance of Rumania's present frontiers, runs counter to 
the real interests of that country's national independence. 
It is true, indeed, that the times through which we are 
passing involve many hardships to Hungary; the Hungarian 
nation — by the help of its traditional political sense and 
its political training —  has always discovered the soundest 
method for the expression of its will. It will discover that 
method on the present occasion too.
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